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Abstract

Introduction
We describe a protocol for performing RNA interference \(RNAi) screens in __C. elegans__ in liquid culture
in 96-well plates. The procedure allows thousands of RNAi feeding experiments to be performed per
investigator per day. By comparing RNAi phenotypes between wild-type worms and worms carrying a
de�ned genetic mutation we have used this protocol to systematically identify synthetic genetic
interactions between genes. We also describe how the protocol can be adapted to target two genes
simultaneously by combinatorial RNAi. __C. elegans__ is a unique model organism for reverse genetic
analysis, because RNAi can be delivered systemically by feeding worms bacteria that express dsRNA
targeting any gene of interest \[1]. The availability of a genome-wide RNAi feeding library \[2] has
facilitated the completion of multiple genome-wide loss-of-function phenotypic screens \(reviewed in \
[3]). However RNAi feeding experiments are normally performed using bacterial feeding on agar plates \
(“plate feeding”), which has a throughput that restricts the number of screens that can be performed to
one or two genome-wide screens per study. To improve the throughput of RNAi screens in __C. elegans__,
we developed a protocol for screening in liquid culture in 96-well plates \[4]. RNAi feeding bacteria are
grown overnight in 96-well plates and re-suspended in nematode growth media \(NGM). Approximately
10 synchronised �rst larval stage \(L1) worms obtained by �ltration \(or bleaching adults and hatching
overnight) are dispensed into each well of a �at-bottom 96-well plate, to which 40 µl of bacterial
suspension is added. The plates are incubated for 4 days with shaking at 20°C allowing su�cient time
for the L1 worms to grow to adults, lay eggs and these eggs to hatch and develop into larvae. By this
stage worms will have consumed most of their food, resulting in clearing of the bacterial suspension and
allowing easy scoring of phenotypes on a dissecting microscope. There are two main advantages to this
protocol. First, all steps of the protocol use 96-well plates, allowing easy setup using multi-channel
pipettes and allowing several thousand experiments to be performed in parallel by a single researcher.
Second, the assay uses a population of worms in each well, so avoiding the well-to-well variation of RNAi
phenotypes that is observed with single worm plate feeding protocols \[2]. We note that a related protocol
has also been developed in the Plasterk lab \[5]. We primarily developed this assay to facilitate the use of
RNAi screens to systematically identify synthetic genetic interactions between genes. In this approach the
RNAi phenotype of a gene in a worm strain carrying a de�ned genetic mutation \(1) is directly compared
to that in wild-type worms \(2) and also to phenotype of the mutant worm strain alone \(3) – a synthetic
phenotype is de�ned here as a phenotype which is stronger following the double perturbation \(1) than
the expected additive phenotype of the two single perturbations \(2×3). As an alternative approach to
identifying genetic interactions, two genes can be targeted simultaneously by RNAi \(“combinatorial
RNAi”) \[6]. The protocol we describe here works well for combinatorial RNAi, although it is much more
effective when using an RNAi hypersensitive worm strain such as __rrf-3__ \[7], __eri-1__ \[8], or __lin-35__
\[9,10]. Combinatorial RNAi is useful as it allows genetic interactions to be identi�ed for genes for which
a viable loss-of-function genetic allele is not available. Finally, we note that the protocol as described here
is not suitable for scoring phenotypes that can only be detected in adult progeny \(for example
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behavioural phenotypes), because in a 50 µl volume progeny worms starve before reaching adulthood.
However it is possible to grow progeny to adults by spotting each well onto seeded agar plates, or by
increasing the volume of each assay, although this introduces more well-to-well variation.

Reagents
• Worm strains can be obtained from the __C. elegans__ Genetics Center \
(http://www.cbs.umn.edu/CGC/). For combinatorial RNAi we use the strain NL2099 __rrf-3\(pk1426)__,
although the strains __eri-1__, __lin-35__ or __eri-1;lin-15B__ or __eri-1;lin-35__ are probably also suitable. •
The Ahringer RNAi feeding library is available from Geneservice Ltd. • Luria-Bertani \(LB) plus 100 µg/ml
Ampicillin rectangular agar plates for replicating the RNAi library. • 2×TY plus 100 µg/ml Ampicillin \(or
LB plus 100 µg/ml Ampicillin) media for growing bacterial feeding strains overnight. • Nematode Growth
Medium \(NGM, per litre: 3 g NaCl, 2.5 g peptone, 1 ml cholesterol \[5 mg/ml in ethanol], 975 ml H2O, 1 ml
CaCl2 1M, 1 ml MgSO4 1M, 25ml KH2PO4 pH 6. The last three ingredients should be added after
autoclaving). • NGM agar plates seeded with OP50 for growing worms. • M9 buffer \(per litre: 3 g KH2PO4,
6 g NA2HPO4, 5 g NaCl, 1 ml MgSO4 1M, 1 litre H2O) for washing and aliquoting worms. • IPTG \
(isopropyl-beta-D-thiogalactopyranoside) to induce bacteria. • Ampicillin.

Equipment
• Deep well 96-well plates for growing bacteria \(e.g. Corning Costar 3961). • Flat bottomed 96-well tissue
culture plates for liquid culture RNAi incubations \(e.g. Falcon 353072). • Plastic dishes for dispensing
media and worms using a multichannel pipette \(e.g. Nunc 176597). • 10 µm mesh �lters for purifying L1
worms \(e.g. Millipore S5EJ008M04). • Multichannel pipette \(50-300µl) for dispensing media. •
Multichannel pipette \(5-50µl) for dispensing worms and bacterial suspensions. • 96-pin replicating tool
for replicating the RNAi library and inoculating cultures \(a multichannel pipette can also be used for this
purpose). • Plastic boxes for holding stacked 96-well plates to prevent evaporation of worm/bacterial
suspensions. • 37°C shaking incubator to grow bacteria. • 16-25°C shaking incubator for liquid culture
RNAi incubations. • Dissecting microscope to score phenotypes. • Bench-top centrifuge for pelleting
bacteria and �ltering worms.

Procedure
See Fig. 1 for an overview of the procedure. **1. Preparation of bacteria** Replicate RNAi library bacterial
glycerol stocks onto LB plus Ampicillin plates and grow overnight at 37°C. The day before setting up a
screen, inoculate bacteria into 400 µl to 800 µl \(depending upon the �nal volume required; 40 µl of
bacteria are required for each individual feeding experiment) of 2×TY plus 100 µg/ml ampicillin and grow
overnight in a shaking incubator at 37°C. **2. Induction of bacteria** The following morning, induce
transcription of dsRNA by adding IPTG to each well of the bacterial cultures to a �nal concentration of 4
mM and incubate at 37°C for 1 hour. Pellet bacteria by spinning at 3,500 rpm for 5 minutes. Discard
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supernatant and re-suspend in an equal volume of single peptone plus 100 µg/ml ampicllin plus 4 mM
IPTG. **3. Preparation of worms** For worm strains with a brood size similar to wild-type worms,
approximately 10 L1 worms are added to each well of a 96-well plate. For worm strains with a reduced
brood size, more worms should be used per well such that the total brood per well is similar to that of
wild-type worms – this allows easy comparison between wells and the robust identi�cation of genetic
interactions. L1 stage worms are easily prepared by �ltering mixed stage or starved populations of worms
through a 10 µm mesh: wash worms off plates in M9 buffer and isolate L1s by centrifugation through a
10 µm mesh for 10 seconds at 1,000 rpm. Alternatively, L1s can be prepared by bleaching gravid adults
on the previous day and hatching worms overnight in M9 buffer. L1 worms should be re-suspended at a
concentration of approximately 10 L1 worms per 10 µl of M9 buffer. **4. RNAi feeding** Pipette
approximately 10 L1 worms in a volume of 10 µl of M9 buffer into each well of a 96-well plate from a
plastic tray using a multichannel pipette. To avoid settling of worms, the plastic tray should be agitated
whilst pipetting. For genetic interaction screens it is best to directly compare the RNAi phenotypes
observed in a mutant strain with that seen in wild-type \(N2) worms. This can be achieved by alternating
rows of wild-type and mutant worms in a 96-well plate, each row fed with the same bacterial clones \(see
Fig. 1). For combinatorial RNAi, add an equal volume of each bacterial feeding clone to each well \(20 µl
of each strain, grown overnight and induced independently). For effective combinatorial RNAi, an RNAi
hypersensitive strain, such as __rrf-3\(pk1426)__ should be used \[6]. **5. Incubation** Worms are grown
in a shaking incubator for 4 days at 20°C. To avoid evaporation of liquid from wells, 96-well plates should
be stacked in plastic containers within the incubator. For temperature sensitive strains it may be
necessary to use a lower or higher temperature and longer incubation time. **6. Scoring of phenotypes**
Plates are scored on a dissecting microscope 4 days after setup \(see Fig. 2 for example phenotypes). We
score embryonic lethality \(Emb phenotype) and sterility \(Ste) semi-quantitatively on a scale from 0 \
(wild-type) to 3 \(100% Emb or Ste). To identify genetic interactions, an RNAi phenotype observed in a
mutant worm strain is directly compared to both the RNAi phenotype observed in wild-type worms and to
the phenotype of the mutant strain fed on a control bacterial strain. Suitable control strains are those
expressing a dsRNA that does not target any expressed sequence in __C. elegans__. **7. Replication**
RNAi has an intrinsic variability. Therefore it is essential to replicate any putative phenotypes and genetic
interactions observed. **TIMELINE** day –4 \(approx): chunk worms to ensure you have enough L1
worms on day 0. day –2 \(or earlier): replicate bacterial glycerol stocks onto plates, grow overnight. day –
1: grow bacteria overnight \(optional: bleach worm strains and hatch overnight in M9). day 0: induce
bacteria, �lter worms, add L1 worms and bacteria to 96-well plates, incubate in shaker. day 4: score
plates. day 5: re-score plates.

Anticipated Results
Using wild-type \(N2) worms in this assay, we detected phenotypes for 157 of 182 tested genes \(86%)
with previously reported nonviable RNAi phenotypes from plate feeding assays \[4]. Reproducibility
between repeats is >90% for the detection of phenotypes. In a screen for synthetic genetic interactions
between genes, we identi�ed genetic interactions for 28 of 37 strains screened, and for a total of 0.6% of
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gene pairs tested \[4]. Using combinatorial RNAi we were able to detect interactions for 7/7 previously
known synthetic lethal interactions and for 13/15 synthetic post-embryonic phenotypes \[6].
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Figure 1

Overview of 96-well liquid culture RNAi feeding protocol.

Figure 2

Example phenotypes. (A) wild-type worms, (B) embryonic lethal (Emb), (C) sterile (Ste), (D) �rst generation
growth defective (Gro).


